Investing for Success

Under this agreement for 2022
Moreton Bay Environmental Education Centre will receive $5,633*

This funding will be used to

- Support Quandamooka Culture in Community initiatives including:
  - Development and implementation of Minjerribah (North Stradbroke Island) Discovery Programs for students
  - Facilitation of teacher professional development
  - Hosting Quandamooka Culture in Community events

Our initiatives include

- Minjerribah Discovery Programs which include experiences so students:
  - discover hidden sites of cultural and historical significance;
  - investigate the culture, tools, techniques and methods of daily life and survival of First Nations people during hands-on presentations and immersion;
  - develop a deep understanding and appreciation for First Nations culture, language, country and lifestyle; and
  - explore special places including Mooloomba (Point Lookout) through the Gorge Discovery Walk.

- Quandamooka Culture in Community events which may include:
  - ‘Cultural Insights’ workshops
  - Community meetings
  - Outdoor Classroom Days

Our school will improve student outcomes by

- Part-funding an additional teacher / cultural officer (or equivalent resources) to assist with teacher professional development and delivering of initiatives (e.g. nine days TRS: approximately $4,633)

- Supplementary funding for operational costs to support authentic delivery of these programs ($1,000).
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*Funding amount estimated on 2021 data. Actual funding will be determined after 2022 enrolment data are finalised. Actual expenditure may vary due to changes in finalised 2022 enrolment data and student learning needs.